**European Provincialism Shown in Saar Election**

The recent Saar Valley elections indicate that provincialism is still strong in Europe, according to many members of the faculty of the Wharton School.

Interviews with several members of the political science and economics departments following the Saarlander's rejection of the plan to Europeanize their territory revealed the belief that 1) the forces of nationalism are potent in European politics, 2) United States promotion of European unity have suffered a definite setback, and 3) the future relations will become more strained.

Dr. Norman D. Palmer, professor of political science, believes that the Saar proposal in the American foreign policy aims in Europe has suffered a setback.

"It just adds another obstacle to the support of the new European integration movement which can't help a empire."

The prevailing view in the French foreign policy is that the Saar proposal in European unity has failed. The Saar is in the present time a source of coal and steel since 25 per cent of her coal and steel come from the Saar.

**Red and Blue Soccermen Face Princeton in Ivy League Game**

Third place in the tight-knit Ivy Soccer League is at stake this afternoon, when Pennsylvania engages Princeton on the latter's Farjeon Field.

Both the Quakers and the Tigers are currently tied for third, possessing identical 2-1 marks in league play. Harvard is deadlocked with the Red and Blue lead with perfect 3-0 marks.

**Five-fifty Paintings on Peruvian Life, Culture by Kristian Kreckovic Displayed at Univ. Museum**

An exhibition of paintings by Kristian Kreckovic, on Palendine Peru is being presented at the University Museum, until November 6.

The exhibit, covering 4,000 years of the Peruvian cultural history, represents the lives, views, and customs of the Indian races since their occupation in the Chavin period. Kreckovic's entire collection consists of 15 paintings, all of which are on display in the museum.

Native subjects and settings were employed in each work, and in the case of the stele-type designs were dressed in the ancient garb to authenticate the possible, the culture and type being expressed.

Peruvian, Kristian Kreckovic is a member of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. The largest number to a man from one museum's history, this exhibit has been designed for the layman and the student alike.

Kristian Kreckovic is shown standing next to his painting entitled "Old Indian Woman of Lake Titicaca" which is typical of his Peruvian works. The piece was presented at the University of New York, Peruvian culture of the last 600 years is represented in the exhibit by paintings depicting the lives and customs of Peruvian natives since the earliest culture.
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Editorial: Daily Pennsylvanian

Bob Leob’s decision victory over Navy last flat-
tray was the fourth of such triumphs for the
spring opponent, only Army is a recognized tech-
eya team. So it is only natural that Penn is
the University’s scheduling-making policy.

As a member of the very handy boat, the
Pennslyvania is the best Penn tradition to
though he prefers the competition, due to
outfit for the next big week. It is a matter of
miiui that this tradition that this
Penn. However, does schedule some non-
Lahey and Lahey are those two teams which we
by top side. As Penn is a close tie between
we may look for the future. Above all, this
turned. At Virginia and Lahey are those two teams
of the Penn schedule and those personal
authoritative sources report that school
will beat at a higher level. The reason is:
Assuming that next year’s schedule has al-
our favorite teams. When we add them up,
and as a representative of, the University.

The purpose of the University’s Intercol-
college program, as stated in the Gates
plan, is to provide “outdoor” athletic
virginia and Lahey are more natural
than was Texas or Pennsylvania. We may
from behind those Ivy-covered walls and
go out into the world.

The Daily Pennsylvanian could do a great
service in the capacity of an impartial re-
viewer of all the candidates, by publishing
the articles relevant to each one, and
make the students believe that the winners of such an unorganized
election are the best students. Perhaps the future pat-
tern class officer may be chosen by first class
president with a soft voice “and

\textit{Wills Greens “59}\)

The Daily Pennsylvanian accepts all
letters-to-the-editor that are signed, al-
though names will be withheld upon re-
quest. The letters are to be typed (double
spaced) to insure proper publication. All
letters should be addressed to The Daily
PENN STATE, 541, Woodland Avenue, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania.
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Editor: Daily Pennsylvanian

Thank you for the October 11th article in
your paper dealing with the
students at Rosebud, S.D. We
are very grateful to you for
this type of get up (for one
thing, it eliminates the
amusement, when we
are supposed to be
anxious and angered.
Amusement, when
we are supposed to
be angry. And one
thing that we have
found out about this
type of get up (for one
thing, it eliminates the
amusement, when we
are supposed to be
angry and angered.)
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**Basketball Managerial Heelers**

There will be a meeting of all those interested in trying out for basketball at 7 p.m. in the Franklin Society Room. Fresh Basketball

There will be an important meeting of all those interested in trying out for the Freshman basketball team at 4:30 on Friday, October 28 at the Palestra.

**D.P. Sports Heelers**

There will be a meeting of all those interested in trying out for the D.P. Sports Heelers tonight in Room 11 of Houston Hall.

**SPRUCE**

STUDENTS ONLY

45c SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES

(SHOW MATRIC CARD)

**The Daily Pennsylvanian**

— STARTS TODAY FOR 7 DAYS —

"The Game of Love" could have been made only in France, where a candid approval to the problem of sex is the rule rather than the exception. It is not, however, an embarrassing picture, though I should not recommend it for children.

**See for yourself**

how the value of a diamond is scientifically determined!

**What makes one diamond have several times the money-value of another diamond of like size?**

**See for yourself**

...and in doing so gain your first down of the contest.

**Ross Completes Pass**

The aerial went for ten yards from Ross, who was able to place the ball on Navy's 10 yard line. At this point the Quaker offensive was again.

**Charlie McKinnon,** once again received honorable mention in the back of the week contest, placing second to Ross. McKinnon, as always, has been the leader of Penna defensive array.

**Lebengood, Ross Win Honors**

For Play In Loss To Middies

Lebengood, Ross Win Honors For Play In Loss To Middies

The Daily Pennsylvanian has awarded the lineman and back of the week honors to Bob Lebengood and Rich Ross, respectively, for their standout play in Saturday's crushing defeat at the hands of fourth-ranked Navy.

On the basis of the weekly poll taken by the sports staff of the Daily Pennsylvanian, Lebengood became the recipient of the award for the second week running.

In addition to his brilliant all around offensive and defensive play at left end, Lebengood, boosted his Ivy League leading punting average to 40.6 yards. This came as a result of five boots in the Navy game totaling 174 yards. Ross, the Red and Blue's quarterback, broke into the passer of the week title for the first time because of his passing and defensive play against the Midshipmen from Annapolis. He tossed the only passer completion of the day and in so doing gained his first down of the contest.

**Robbins Defeats Friedel**

To Win Tennis Tourney

Robert Robbins defeated Howard Friedel, 6-2, 7-6, 12-4, yesterday in the All-University Tennis Tournament.

After easily taking the first set, 6-2, Robbins was leading in the second set, 1-0, when Friedel won four straight games to even the set up at five apiece. Robbins went on to take the next two games, however, and the match was called on court three.

**Coupe and Levitan**

Robby Robbins previously defeated Herb Neiman, John Carney and last year's champion, Ralph Levitan, while Friedel eliminated Albert Puss, John Higgins and John Curtis.

Despite the fact that Robbins won the tournament, he will probably not be the number one man on the freshman squad as John Mangin, who has been the leader of the Freshman ball squad for the past two years, is highly rated by Coach Wallace Johnson.

**SPRINGFIELD**

**REGISTRATION**

3717 SPRUCE STREET

Opposite the Dorms

Open Until 8 P.M.

**REGISTERED JEWELER, AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY**
The Philadelphia Local of the Socialist Party presents
Darlington Hoopes
Successor to
James Monahan

You Are Cordially Invited

The Pennsylvania Boosters Face Tigers in Ivy League Tilt

(Continued From Page Two)

Shawmore and the pair against Dartmouth. Instrumental in the Orange ball's Black's three key players have been Mauly McKeon and Arch Gillies and Hal Van Hart. McKeon blanked Brown while Gillies registered a shut-

out against Haverford. Offensively, Princeton has been potent although not devastating.

Militant Labor Forum presents
Myra Tannen Weiss

Socialist Workers Party Vice-Presidential Candidate

“The Great Deception at Geneva”

Questions and Discussion Refreshments

Date: Wednesday, November 2

Time: 8:00 P.M.

Place: 1303 West Girard Avenue

Entrance—$2

Contribution—35 cents

ROOSEVELT and STATLER NEW YORK
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STATLER HOTELS IN
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2 in a room $4.50

3 in a room $3.50

4 in a room $2.50

WALDOORASTORIA and PLAZA, NEW YORK

1 in a room $8.00

2 in a room $6.50

3 in a room $5.00

4 in a room $4.00

*Fly Waldorf and has no 4 in a room accommodations. All hotel rooms with bath.

For Reservations

Write to

Mr. 
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